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Summary
This study shows preliminary results of an integrated structural interpretation of a triangle zone in the central Alberta Foothills (Figure 1). A data set comprising 3D seismic data, well logs and surface geology has been interpreted and integrated resulting in a better understanding of the geometry and kinematics of structures in the area.

Figure 1: Semi-regional geological map of the central Alberta Foothills based on Lebel, et al., 1996; Langenberg, 1993; Langenberg and LeDrew, 2000; and Price, et al., 1979. Satellite images and topographic data were used as well.
We have interpreted a triangle zone composed of three tectonic blocks: upper, middle and lower (Figure 2). The middle and lower blocks consist of northeast-verging duplexes and an antiformal stack, part of which crops out at the surface. The southwest-verging upper block has been passively uplifted and folded as the underlying blocks advanced toward the foreland. Bedding-parallel detachment faults separate the blocks such that the middle block consists of Cretaceous strata and the lower block consists primarily of Triassic-Jurassic strata.

A piggyback sequence of deformation appears to have occurred in the area, with the middle block of Cretaceous strata deforming first and then deforming further in conjunction with the underlying block. Both blocks contain blind duplexes and pop-up structures. Some of the pop-ups in the lower block of Triassic-Jurassic strata may have initiated as detachment folds that were later breached by thrusts.

Three widespread bedding-parallel detachment surfaces in the Wapiabi, Blackstone and Fernie shales have been interpreted to be the boundaries between the tectonic blocks. They acted as glide horizons allowing slip transfer to the foreland; ramps branching from them transferred displacement to higher stratigraphic and structural levels. The upper detachment is a continuous southwest-verging backthrust (the Pedley Fault) that is a major structural element at the surface. Several other backthrusts have been interpreted; they die out laterally into only a few backthrusts, indicating a transfer zone (Dahlstrom, 1970).
Our interpretation indicates changes in the geometries of folds, pop-ups and thrust faults along strike, suggesting the presence of oblique or lateral ramps (Dixon and Spratt, 2004). Thrusts appear in an en échelon fashion, dying out laterally and gradually transmitting slip to the adjacent thrust.

Partial restorations by line length balance (Cooper, et al., 1983) have been carried out over dip-oriented seismic lines, resulting in shortening of 11-14% for the middle block and 8 -11% for the lower block.
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